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Abstract 

The Izh2p protein from Saccharomyces cerevisiae belongs to the newly characterized PAQR superfamily 

of receptors whose mechanism of signal transduction is still unknown. Izh2p functions as a receptor for 

the plant PR-5 defensin osmotin and has pleiotropic effects cellular biochemistry. One example of this 

pleiotropy is the Izh2p-dependent repression of FET3, a gene involved in iron-uptake. While the 

physiological purpose of FET3 repression by Izh2p is a matter of speculation, it provides a reporter with 

which to probe the mechanism of signal transduction by this novel class of receptor. Receptors in the 

PAQR family share sequence similarity with enzymes involved in ceramide metabolism, which led to the 

hypothesis that sphingolipids are involved in Izh2p-dependent signaling. In this study, we demonstrate 

that drugs affecting sphingolipid metabolism, such as D-erythro-MAPP and myriocin, inhibit the effect of 

Izh2p on FET3. We also show that Izh2p causes an increase in steady state levels of sphingoid base. 

Moreover, we show that Izh2p-independent increases in sphingoid bases recapitulate the effect of Izh2p 

on FET3. Finally, our data indicate that the Pkh1p and Pkh2p sphingoid-base sensing kinases are essential 

components of the Izh2p-dependent signaling pathway. In conclusion, our data indicate that Izh2p 

produces sphingoid bases and that these bioactive lipids likely function as the second messenger 

responsible for the effect of Izh2p on FET3. 
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The PAQR superfamily of proteins is comprised of membrane bound receptors (Tang et al., 2005) and 

includes two mammalian proteins that function as receptors for the hormone adiponectin, which 

represents a molecular link between obesity and type II diabetes. Other members of this family sense and 

respond to progesterone, making them excellent candidates for the long-sought-after receptors that 

mediate many of the rapid non-transcriptional effects of progesterone. Due to arguable similarity to G-

protein coupled receptors, it has been proposed that PAQRs function as a new class of GPCR (Thomas et 

al., 2007). However, this assignment is highly debatable and, in reality, almost nothing is known about 

how these proteins transduce signals. What is needed to explore this complicated question is a simple 

system with which to study the functionality of PAQR receptors. 

 

We chose to use the model eukaryote, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, to study these receptors for several 

reasons. First, the S. cerevisiae genome encodes 4 proteins - Izh1p, Izh2p, Izh3p and Izh4p - in the PAQR 

superfamily of receptors (Lyons et al., 2004) and the study of yeast orthologs as models for human 

proteins has been a remarkably fruitful method for characterizing poorly understood protein families 

(Foury, 1997). Second, the plant protein osmotin has been identified as an agonist for Izh2p, (Narasimhan 

et al., 2005) allowing us to probe receptor activation in this organism. Third, the simplicity and 

tractability of S. cerevisiae as a genetic system make it ideal for mapping signal transduction pathways. 

Indeed, S. cerevisiae has already been successfully used to probe the mechanism of signal transduction by 

a variety of receptor types (McEwan, 2001). 

 

In order to map a biochemical pathway, it is helpful to have a measurable phenotype associated with a 

functional receptor that can be exploited. While attempting to elucidate the physiological role of Izh2p, 

we discovered that Izh2p negatively regulates the expression of a gene involved in iron-uptake called 

FET3 (Kupchak et al., 2007). The reason for Izh2p-dependent regulation of FET3 is still poorly 

understood, however, it is not critical to the goals of this study to understand why Izh2p regulates FET3. 

What is important is that we can use the effect of Izh2p on FET3 as a reporter for receptor activity and as 

a tool to map the pathway of signals emanating from this receptor. 
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We already used this system to partially map the signal transduction pathway and determined that Izh2p 

overexpression represses FET3 by regulating transcription factors that exert opposing effects on a 

regulatory element in the FET3 promoter. In addition, we determined that cAMP-dependent protein 

kinase (PKA) was essential for these effects (Kupchak et al., 2007). Most importantly, however, we 

demonstrated that the PAQR-dependent signaling pathway in yeast does not involve G-proteins, 

indicating that PAQRs are not GPCRs (Smith et al., 2008). Hence, we have already demonstrated the 

efficacy of this system for testing models of signal transduction and identifying novel players in the 

pathway. We also demonstrated that human PAQRs, when expressed in yeast, repress FET3 in response 

to activation by their respective agonists (Kupchak et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2008), thus demonstrating 

that the mechanism of signal transduction may be conserved in the PAQR family. 

 

The question remains; if PAQRs are not GPCRs, then what is the chemical second messenger produced 

by these receptors? A thorough analysis of the sequence of PAQR receptors reveals significant similarity 

to a group of enzymes known as alkaline ceramidases. Ceramidases hydrolyze ceramides to generate free 

fatty acids and sphingoid bases, which are a class of bioactive aminolipids known to function as potent 

second messengers. Indeed, the ceramide-sphingoid base ratio is used as a rheostat in eukaryotic cells to 

regulate a variety of important physiological functions (Kobayashi and Nagiec, 2003). In this study, we 

demonstrate that Izh2p overexpression elicits the accumulation of sphingoid bases and that sphingoid 

bases are capable of independently activating the signaling pathway downstream of Izh2p. This 

accumulation requires de novo sphingoid base and ceramide biosynthesis. Moreover, we demonstrate that 

FET3 repression by Izh2p can be prevented by D-erythro-MAPP, an alkaline ceramidase inhibitor. 

Finally, we demonstrate that Izh2p-dependent FET3 repression requires a pair of sphingoid base-sensing 

kinases. Based on these findings, we propose a model in which Izh2p in particular, and perhaps PAQR 

receptors in general, generate sphingoid base second messengers. 
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Experimental Procedures 

 

Yeast strains, plasmids and materials. Unless specifically noted, all wild type and single mutants 

strains were purchased from Euroscarf (Frankfurt, Germany) and are in the BY4742 background (MATα; 

lys2∆; ura3∆; his3∆; leu2∆; kanMX4 deletion cassette). The ypc1Δydc1Δ double mutant (MATα; ade2; 

his3; leu2; trp1; ura3; can1; ypc1::LEU2; ydc1::TRP1) and the isogenic W303-1A wild type (MATα; 

ade2; his3; leu2; trp1; ura3; can1) background strains were a gift of Dr. Howard Riezman at the 

University Basel, Switzerland (Schorling et al., 2001). FET3-lacZ was used as a FET3 promoter/lacZ 

reporter plasmid and was described previously (Kupchak et al., 2007). IZH2 and YPC1 were cloned into 

pRS316-GAL1 via gap repair as previously described (Lyons et al., 2004). Primers for cloning the YPC1 

gene into pRS316-GAL1 by gap repair are shown in Supplemental Data 1. Fumonisin B1, myriocin, D-

erythro-MAPP and N,N-dimethylsphingosine were purchased from Cayman Chemical (Ann Arbor, MI). 

Phytosphingosine, dihydrosphingosine and C2-phytoceramide were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(Alabaster, AL). Stearylamine and thaumatin were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. NBD-C12-

phytoceramide and NBD-dodecanoic acid were provided by Dr. Yusuf Hannun. In this manuscript, we 

discuss many yeast genes with which a reader who is not in the field may not be familiar. In order to 

make it easier to read this manuscript, we have included a brief description of these genes and their 

human homologs in Supplemental Table 1. 

 

Growth conditions and biochemical assays. For β-galactosidase and ferroxidase assays, cells were pre-

grown in synthetic defined medium with 2% glucose as the carbon source and re-inoculated into Low Iron 

Medium (LIM) containing galactose to induce expression of genes driven by the GAL1 promoter. Iron-

deficiency and -repletion were generated by adding FeCl3 back to LIM at either 1 µM or 1 mM final 

concentrations, respectively. 2% galactose was used to fully induce GAL1-driven genes, while modest 

overexpression was achieved by adding 0.05% galactose and 1.95% raffinose to the medium. Cells were 

allowed to grow to mid-log phase in LIM and β-galactosidase or ferroxidase assays were performed as 
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previously described (Kupchak et al., 2007). For individual experiments, each data point was done in 

triplicate and the error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean (SE). 

 

Fresh stocks of phytosphingosine (PHS), dihydrosphingosine (DHS), stearylamine, D-erythro-MAPP, 

N,N-dimethylsphingosine (N,N-DMS), fumonisin B1 (FB1) and myriocin were made by dissolution in 

ethanol (D-erythro-MAPP, myriocin, N,N-DMS) methanol (FB1) or 1:1 CHCl3:MeOH (PHS, DHS, 

stearlyamine). For all experiments equal volumes of the appropriate solvent were added to untreated cells 

to control for vehicle effects. For all cases except myriocin, the drug was added upon re-inoculation of 

cells into LIM. In the case of myriocin, cells were treated with the drug for 1 hr prior to β-galactosidase 

assay. EC50 values were obtained using the web-based BioDataFit software using sigmoidal curve-fitting 

(http://www.changbioscience.com/stat/ec 50.html). 

 

Deletion of the multidrug resistance transporter, Yor1p, causes cells to be hypersensitive to the antifungal 

drug fumonisin B1 (FB1) due to the inability to export the toxic compound (Mao et al., 2000a). For FB1 

sensitivity experiments, yor1∆ cells were grown in synthetic defined medium containing 2% galactose. 

FB1 (from DMSO stocks) was added to a final concentration of 100 µM. Cells not treated with FB1 were 

treated with an equivalent volume of DMSO vehicle. For each experiment, the growth of three 

independent colonies of each strain was tested. Error bars show ±1 SE. 

 

Sphingolipid extraction and analysis. Overnight cultures of yeast were inoculated into synthetic defined 

medium containing 2% galactose, allowed to grow to mid-log phase and harvested at OD600 = 0.8. Cells 

treated with myriocin, FB1 (from DMSO stocks) or C2-phytoceramide (from ethanol stock) were so-

treated for 30 min prior to extraction. Untreated controls were exposed to an equal volume of either 

DMSO or ethanol.  Sphingolipids were extracted using a modified Bligh-Dyer protocol (Bligh and Dyer, 

1959). Cell pellets from 30 mL of culture were vortexed with 3 mL of CHCl3:MeOH (1:2) to extract total 

lipids, after which 0.8 mL of water was added. The suspension was transferred to a screw cap glass tube 

and left at 4ºC overnight. Cellular debris was pelleted at 3000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was 
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transferred to a new glass tube and vortexed with 2 mL CHCl3:H2O (1:1). After 30 min, the mixture was 

centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 rpm to obtain a clean phase separation. The organic phase was 

quantitatively transferred to a new glass vial and dried down using a nitrogen evaporator. Dried lipids 

were dissolved in 300 μL of CHCl3, of which 100 μL was transferred to another tube for phosphate 

determination. 0.8 mL of 0.125 M methanolic KOH was added to the remaining 200 μL and the mixture 

was heated at 37ºC for 75 min. After cooling to room temperature, 1400 μL of CHCl3 (to make a 2:1 ratio 

to MeOH), 200 μL of 0.3 M HCl and 400 μL of a 1 M NaCl/5 % glycerol solution was added. After 

centrifugation for 10 minutes at 3000 rpm, the organic phase was transferred to a new tube, dried as 

before, and stored at -20ºC until ready for HPLC analysis. 

 

Sphingolipids were labeled with ortho-phthalaldehyde (OPA) and quantified by HPLC using established 

protocol (Merrill et al., 2000) with L-threo-dihydrosphingosine as an internal standard to control for 

variations in extraction efficiency. Lipid pellets were dissolved in 100 μL MeOH. 50 μL of fresh OPA 

reagent was added to 50 μL of lipid extract solution and allowed to react for 20 min in the dark at room 

temperature. 300 µL column buffer (90:10 MeOH:5 mM KHPO4 pH 7.0) was added and loaded onto the 

HPLC. Total inorganic phosphate was determined using a modification of a published method.(Merrill et 

al., 2000) Dried extracts of total lipids were dissolved in 0.6 mL ashing buffer (10N H2SO4:70% 

HClO4:H2O 9:1:40) and heated at 160ºC until 100 μL remained. To this was added 0.9 mL H2O, 0.5mL 

0.9% (w/v) ammonium molybdate and 0.2 mL 9% (w/v) ascorbic acid with vortexing between each 

addition. This mixture was incubated for 30 min at 45ºC and inorganic phosphate was determined by 

measuring absorption at 820 nm. For individual experiments, each data point was done in duplicate and 

the error bars represent ±1 SE. Representative experiments are shown. Paired student t-tests were 

performed using Excel only when the difference between two means was small or significance is not 

easily inferable by error bars. 

 

Preliminary ceramidase assays. Ceramidase activity was determined by the release of NBD-labeled 

fatty acid from the fluorescent substrate NBD-C12-phytoceramide. Briefly, 20 µL of total membrane preps 
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were resuspended in buffer B (25 mM Tris-HCl, at three different pHs 8.56, 9.4 and 7.0, and 0.5 mM 

CaCl2) and mixed with 20 µL  of substrate dissolved in buffer B with 0.4 % Nonidet P-40). After 

incubation at 30oC for 60 min, the reactions were stopped by boiling for 5 min and dried in a heating 

block at 80oC for 20 min in the dark. Reaction mixtures were dissolved in 30 µL of chloroform:methanol 

(2:1, v/v). Twenty-five µL (25 ml) of each sample was applied to a silica gel 60A TLC plate (Whatman) 

and resolved by a solvent system composed of chloroform:methanol:4.2 N ammonium hydroxide 

(90:30:0.5, v/v/v). NDB-C12-phytoceramide and NBD-dodecanoic acid were run as controls. Fluorescent 

lipids were detected by scanning the TLC plate in a StormTM 860 Chromatoscanner (Molecular 

Dynamics), operated in the fluorescent mode, with an excitation wavelength of 450 nm and an emission 

of wavelength of 525 nm. 

 

Sequence analysis. Multiple sequence alignments were produced using ClustalX (Thompson et al., 1997) 

with default parameters. Alignments shown in Supplemental Figures 1-3 were performed manually. 

Hydropathy plots were first generated with TopPredictII 1.2 (Claros and von Heijne, 1994) using the 

Kyte-Doolittle algorithm and default parameters. Data was downloaded into a spreadsheet and the 

hydropathy values were aligned based on the multiple sequence alignment produced by ClustalX. 

Average hydropathy across the entire set of aligned proteins was then calculated. Sequences used for 

these comparisons are listed in the Supplemental Data 1.  

 

Results 

 

Izh2p activation by PR-5 defensins. Before communicating the results, it is important to recap what is 

known about the link between Izh2p and FET3. FET3 encodes a ferroxidase involved in iron-uptake 

whose expression is induced by iron-limitation. We previously discovered that Izh2p overexpression 

inhibits the ability to induce FET3 expression during iron-limitation and that this effect is not seen in 

strains lacking an isoform of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA, Tpk2p) or either of a pair of 

transcriptional repressors called Nrg1p and Nrg2p (Kupchak et al., 2007).  
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These published experiments involved overexpression of the Izh2p receptor, not its activation. We 

interpreted the data to mean that Izh2p, like many other signaling proteins, has basal signaling activity. 

Herein, we confirm that Izh2p overexpression and Izh2p activation are mechanistically similar at low 

concentrations of agonist. Since Izh2p is activated by the plant protein osmotin, it follows that osmotin 

should repress FET3 in an Izh2p-dependent manner when Izh2p is expressed at low levels. Unfortunately, 

osmotin is not commercially available. Thaumatin, on the other hand, is a PR-5 defensin from the plant, 

Thaumatococcus daniellii, that is sold as an industrial sweetener (Min et al., 2004). A pairwise 

comparison of the osmotin and thaumatin mature peptides using Blast 2 Sequences (Tatusova and 

Madden, 1999) reveals an expect value of 1x10-59, confirming that the two proteins are closely related. 

Therefore, we decided to test if thaumatin could substitute for osmotin as an activator of Izh2p. 

 

When thaumatin is added to wild type cells carrying only the genomic copy of IZH2, there is a dose-

dependent repression of FET3 as shown by a reduction in cell surface ferroxidase activity (Figure 1A, 

white squares). The ED50 for this effect is approximately 3.6 µM. When Izh2p dosage is reduced by 

deleting the IZH2 gene, FET3 expression is desensitized to the effects of thaumatin (ED50 ~ 8.1 µM, 

Figure 1A, black squares) The dosage of IZH2 can be increased by transforming wild type cells with a 

plasmid bearing the IZH2 gene driven by the GAL1 promoter. When these cells are grown in 2% 

galactose, Izh2p is fully induced and FET3 is constitutively repressed (Kupchak et al., 2007). However, 

when these cells are grown in 0.05% galactose/1.95% raffinose, Izh2p expression is increased above 

normal, but not high enough to constitutively affect FET3. Under these latter conditions, where Izh2p 

levels are slightly elevated, FET3 expression is sensitized to the effects of thaumatin (ED50 ~ 0.1 µM, 

Figure 1A, white triangles) Moreover, the repression of FET3 caused by 500 nM thaumatin in cells 

carrying slightly elevated levels of Izh2p did not occur in strains lacking Tpk2p, Nrg1p or Nrg2p (Figure 

1B). 
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These findings indicate that Izh2p partially mediates the effects of thaumatin on FET3. This is consistent 

with the fact that the antifungal effects of osmotin, another PR-5 defensin, are only partially mediated by 

Izh2p (Narasimhan et al., 2005) and with a model in which Izh2p functions as a general PR-5 defensin 

receptor rather than as a specific osmotin receptor. More importantly, these data confirm that Izh2p 

overexpression and Izh2p activation repress FET3 by similar mechanisms. However, they also show that 

we cannot use thaumatin treatment as a model for Izh2p activation because thaumatin clearly has Izh2p-

independent effects.  For this reason, unless otherwise noted, we will use full Izh2p overexpression (in 

2% galactose) instead of activation as a model to isolate the effects of this receptor on downstream 

signaling pathways. 

 

The PAQR family of receptors shares similarity with alkaline ceramidases. The PAQR family can be 

divided into three classes based on sequence alignments, however, the entire family is unified by the 

presence of a core of 7 transmembrane domains (TMs) (Figure 2A) and three highly conserved, albeit 

short, amino acid motifs (Lyons et al., 2004). A multiple sequence alignment of the regions containing 

these motifs can be found in Supplemental Figures 1, 2 and 3. Motif A consists of Ex2-3Nx3H and can be 

found N-terminal to TM1. Motif B consists of an Sx3H motif at the end of TM2 and an aspartic acid 

residue at the beginning of TM3. Motif C consists of an Hx3H motif in the loop region between TM6 and 

TM7. Figure 2C shows the predicted topology of the PAQR family and the location of these motifs. 

 

Searches of the NCBI database using the iterative PSI-BLAST program (Altschul and Koonin, 1998) 

revealed that PAQRs display distant similarity with a family of proteins known as alkaline ceramidases 

(AlkCer), although expect values for pairwise comparisons between PAQRs and AlkCers are always 

below the default cutoff value for significance. Like the PAQR family, the AlkCer family is unified by 

the presence of 7 TMs (Figure 2B) and three short amino acid motifs that are nearly identical in sequence 

and position to those that unify the PAQRs. In fact, the only difference between the consensus sequences 

that unify the AlkCer family from those that unify the PAQR family is the substitution of a histidine in 
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motif A of the PAQRs with an asparagine in the alkaline ceramidases (Figure 2C and Supplemental 

Figures 1, 2 and 3). 

 

Since Izh2p bears sequence similarity with enzymes in the alkaline ceramidase family, we decided to test 

if overexpression of a known alkaline ceramidase would have a similar effect on FET3 as Izh2p 

overexpression. Figure 2D shows that, overexpression of a yeast alkaline ceramidase, Ypc1p, repressed 

FET3-lacZ. As with Izh2p overexpression or activation with thaumatin, the repression of FET3-lacZ by 

Ypc1p overexpression required Tpk2p and the Nrg1p/Nrg2p transcriptional repressors (Figure 2D). 

 

Accumulation of sphingoid base in response to Izh2p overproduction. Alkaline ceramidases produce 

sphingoid bases from the hydrolysis of ceramides. This led us to hypothesize that sphingoid bases may be 

produced when Izh2p is overexpressed and play a role in the repression of FET3. To test this hypothesis, 

we measured the effect of Izh2p on steady state accumulation of the primary sphingoid base in yeast - 

phytosphingosine (PHS). Empty expression vector was used as a negative control and Ypc1p, whose 

overexpression is known to enhance PHS accumulation (Mao et al., 2000a), was used as a positive 

control. Overexpression of either Izh2p or Ypc1p caused an increase in the mean steady state levels of 

PHS in a wild type strain grown in synthetic defined medium (Figure 3A). We used a paired t-test to 

determine the significance of the difference between the control mean and the Izh2p-overexpression mean 

and found that the increase, although small, was significant to >  95% confidence. 

 

It follows that, if Izh2p or Ypc1p overexpression represses FET3 by increasing PHS levels, then the 

addition of exogenous PHS should bypass the need for Izh2p and directly repress FET3. Indeed, the 

addition of 100 µM PHS repressed FET3-lacZ (Figure 3B). The addition of a similar lipid (stearylamine) 

at the same concentration had no effect on FET3-lacZ suggesting that the repression of FET3 by PHS was 

not due to a non-specific effect of the lipid on membranes. As with other treatments, the repression of 

FET3-lacZ by exogenous PHS required Tpk2p and the Nrg1p/Nrg2p transcriptional repressors (Figure 

3C). 
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Thus, it is clear that Izh2p increases steady state levels of PHS and that PHS is capable of mediating the 

repression of FET3 in a manner that requires the same signaling proteins as Izh2p overexpression. These 

findings suggest that any treatment that causes PHS to accumulate would have a similar effect on FET3 

expression. One simple way to elicit PHS accumulation is by preventing its catabolism. This can be 

achieved by adding N,N-dimethylsphingosine (N,N-DMS), a specific inhibitor of the first step 

(phosphorylation) of sphingoid base degradation (Welsch et al., 2004). Alternatively, the prevention of 

ceramide synthesis also results in PHS accumulation. This can be achieved by adding fumonisin B1 (FB1), 

a specific inhibitor of the acyl-CoA-dependent ceramide synthases (Wu et al., 1995). Both N,N-DMS and 

FB1 cause a dose dependent repression of FET3-lacZ in wild type cells carrying empty expression vector 

(Figure 3D). 

 

The effect of Izh2p requires ceramide biosynthesis but does not require alkaline ceramidases. The 

data in the previous sections suggest that the effect of Izh2p on FET3 is mediated by PHS, which raises 

the question of how Izh2p affects PHS levels. One possibility is that Izh2p stimulates an endogenous 

ceramidase enzyme and thus enhances ceramide catabolism. Yeast only possess two known ceramidases 

(Ypc1p and Ydc1p), both of which belong to the alkaline ceramidase family (Mao et al., 2000b). The 

logical experiment is to see if Izh2p overexpression still elicits PHS accumulation in a strain lacking 

Ypc1p and Ydc1p (ypc1∆ydc1∆). Indeed, Izh2p overexpression still elicits significant PHS accumulation 

in this double mutant strain (Figure 4A). Overexpression of Ypc1p in ypc1∆ydc1∆ is used as a positive 

control. A paired t-test comparing the control and Izh2p-overexpressor means indicates that the increase 

in PHS elicited by Izh2p is small, but significant to >  95% confidence. These results indicate that Izh2p 

does not increase PHS by stimulating the activity of known ceramidases. 

 

Another possibility is that Izh2p stimulates PHS biosynthesis or prevents its incorporation into ceramides. 

To distinguish between these possibilities, we performed two important experiments. First, we measured 

the effect of short term FB1 treatment on Izh2p-dependent PHS accumulation in the ypc1∆ydc1∆ strain. 
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Treatment with FB1 prevents the incorporation of newly made PHS into ceramides by inhibiting the CoA-

dependent ceramide synthases. While FB1 treatment (at a concentration that maximally represses FET3-

lacZ) causes a large accumulation of PHS in all strains (data not shown), there is no further increase in 

PHS accumulation in cells overexpressing Izh2p relative to those carrying empty expression vector. This 

is evident in Figure 4B, which plots the ratio of PHS accumulation in Izh2p-overexpressing cells over 

PHS accumulation in cells carrying empty expression vector. The second experiment measured the effect 

of the antifungal drug, myriocin, under the same conditions. Myriocin is a specific inhibitor of serine 

palmitoyltransferase and, as such, stops de novo sphingoid base biosynthesis (Yamaji-Hasegawa et al., 

2005). Figure 4B shows that short-term treatment with myriocin also prevented the accumulation of PHS 

caused by Izh2p overexpression. Moreover, myriocin caused a dose-dependent alleviation of the 

repression of FET3-lacZ caused by Izh2p overexpression (Figure 4C). Note that the concentration of 

myriocin that maximally represses Izh2p-dependent FET3-lacZ repression fully suppresses PHS 

accumulation caused by Izh2p overexpression. (At very high concentrations of myriocin, we saw a 

decrease in FET3-lacZ even in cells carrying empty expression vector. This effect is likely due to the 

fungicidal properties of myriocin at these concentrations.) Other means of repressing FET3-lacZ, such as 

YPC1 overexpression, treatment with 100 µM PHS or the addition of 1 mM Fe3+ to the grown medium 

were unaffected by short term treatment with myriocin (Figure 4C). 

 

Testing the ceramidase activity of Izh2p. One explanation for these data is that Izh2p functions as an 

alkaline ceramidase that hydrolyzes newly made ceramides. The simplest experiment to test this model 

would be to purify Izh2p and measure its ability to hydrolyze ceramide substrates. However, attempts to 

purify and reconstitute Izh2p have not yet been successful. To get around this problem, we measured 

ceramidase activity in total membrane preparations from cells carrying either empty vector or the Ypc1p 

and Izh2p ovexpression plasmids. The substrate for this assay was phytosphingosine that had been N-

acylated with fluorescently labeled dodecanoic acid. After exposing the substrate to membrane preps for 1 

hour at various pH values, we did not see any bands on the TLC plate that corresponded to the free fatty 

acid in the Izh2p overexpressing lane (data not shown). While this result is difficult to reconcile with the 
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proposed ceramidase function for Izh2p, it is important to note that we have serious reservations about the 

validity of this experiment that will be addressed in the discussion. 

 

Despite the negative result from the in vitro ceramidase assays, we decided to see if D-erythro-MAPP, an 

inhibitor of alkaline ceramidases (Szulc et al., 2007), could inhibit Izh2p-dependent repression of a FET3-

lacZ reporter construct. Consistent with our model, D-erythro-MAPP alleviated the effects of both Izh2p 

overproduction (in 2% galactose) and activation (in 0.05% galactose + 500 nM thaumatin) on FET3-lacZ 

expression with ED50 values of ~ 1 nM and 5 nM, respectively (Figure 5A). Moreover, D-erythro-MAPP 

also potently inhibited Ypc1p-dependent FET3 repression (ED50 ~ 150 pM). D-erythro-MAPP had no 

effect on FET3-lacZ in strains carrying empty expression vector or in cells where FET3-lacZ is repressed 

by exogenous PHS, indicating that PHS functions downstream of D-erythro-MAPP in the pathway. In 

addition, the repression of FET3-lacZ by high levels of iron was not alleviated by D-erythro-MAPP, 

indicating that ceramidase inhibition does not result in general induction of FET3 (Figure 5A). 

 

Izh2p confers fumonisin B1 resistance. The acyl-CoA-dependent ceramide synthases are sensitive to 

fumonisin B1 (FB1) and treatment with this drug results in decreased accumulation of complex 

sphingolipids (Cowart and Obeid, 2007). Since complex sphingolipids are essential for yeast, the 

sensitivity of yeast to FB1 has been used to identify genes that can bypass the need for acyl-CoA-

dependent ceramide synthesis in the production of ceramides. In fact, this screen led to the discovery of 

the alkaline ceramidases, which have FB1-independent ceramide synthase or "reverse ceramidase" activity 

(Mao et al., 2000a). In Figure 5B, we show that Izh2p overexpression resulted in the same level of 

resistance to FB1 as does Ypc1p overexpression, suggesting that it, too, can overcome the ceramide 

synthase defect. 

 

Izh2p- and sphingoid base dependent FET3 repression requires Pkh1p and Pkh2p. If sphingoid base 

is the second messenger generated by Izh2p, what transduces the message further downstream? 

Intriguingly, the IZH1 and IZH4 genes are divergently transcribed from the PKH1 and PKH2 genes, 
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respectively (Lyons et al., 2004). The organization of these genes has long led us to suspect the 

involvement of the PKH gene products in IZH-dependent signaling. PKH1 and PKH2 genes encode a pair 

of partially redundant kinases and deletion of either PKH1 or PKH2 resulted in loss of repression of 

FET3-lacZ in response to Izh2p overexpression, Ypc1p overexpression or treatment with exogenous PHS 

(Figure 6A). Ypc1p overexpression and PHS treatment still exerted small effects in the pkh1∆ and pkh2∆ 

mutants, presumably due to the redundant functions of Pkh1p and Pkh2p. Since the pkh1∆pkh2∆ double 

mutation is lethal (Casamayor et al., 1999), we could not measure the effect of losing both kinases on 

Izh2p-dependent FET3 repression. Pkh1p and Pkh2p were also essential for FET3-lacZ repression caused 

by thaumatin activation of slightly elevated levels of Izh2p (in 0.05% galactose) (Figure 6B). It must be 

noted that FET3-lacZ and cell surface ferroxidase activities responded normally to iron in the pkh1∆ and 

pkh2∆ strains indicating that these mutations did not result in a generalized inability to repress FET3 (data 

not shown). 

 

Discussion 

 

Data from this other published work (Kupchak et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2008) allow us to draw some 

important conclusions about how Izh2p might work as a receptor. For example, the ED50 for thaumatin-

dependent FET3 repression is decreased by increasing the expression of Izh2p. This can be explained by a 

synergism between the Izh2p-dependent and Izh2p-independent pathways of signal transduction. 

However, these data also fit the spare receptors model (for review, see Zhu, 1993), which would suggest 

that the amount of signal produced by Izh2p exceeds the capacity of the downstream signaling pathway. 

In other words, there are either more Izh2p or more second messengers produced by Izh2p than there are 

effectors to carry the signal further downstream. 

 

The fact that Izh2p can overwhelm downstream effectors helps explain our finding that Izh2p (as well as 

several human PAQRs; see Kupchak et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2008) constitutively transduce signals 

when expressed at high levels but require agonist when expressed at low levels. One interpretation of this 
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finding is that there is a "signal transduction repressor" found in excess of Izh2p and that this repressor 

can be dissociated by agonist binding at low receptor concentrations or titrated away by receptor 

overproduction. However, the spare receptors model argues against there being such a "signal repressor" 

since its existence would imply a signaling bottleneck at the receptor and not downstream of it. An 

alternative interpretation is that, under normal conditions, Izh2p (and perhaps other PAQRs) 

constitutively produces very low quantities of a second messenger that are too low to activate downstream 

effectors. When Izh2p is activated or overexpressed, the net production of messenger rises above the 

threshold necessary to saturate downstream effectors. 

 

What remains to be determined is the chemical identity of this second messenger and, to achieve this, we 

decided to map the signal transduction pathway using the repression of FET3 as a reporter of receptor 

activity. This is where the use of yeast as a model system has been particularly fruitful. Our previous 

studies showed that Izh2p regulated FET3 by affecting a competition between the Msn2p/Msn4p 

transcriptional co-activators and the Nrg1p/Nrg2p transcriptional repressors, which have opposing effects 

on an element in the FET3 promoter (Kupchak et al., 2007). 

 

The identification of these transcription factors allowed us to begin mapping the signal transduction 

pathway from the bottom-up. Msn2p/Msn4p are negatively regulated by PKA, which causes their 

translocation into the cytoplasm (Garmendia-Torres et al., 2007). Furthermore, Nrg1p/Nrg2p are 

negatively regulated by nuclear AMPK (Vyas et al., 2001) and active PKA causes AMPK to relocalize to 

the cytoplasm (Hedbacker et al., 2004). Thus, the balance of the competition between Nrg1p/Nrg2p and 

Msn2p/Msn4p can be tipped towards Nrg1p/Nrg2p, and therefore FET3 repression, by simply activating 

PKA. Not surprisingly, PKA, Nrg1p and Nrg2p are all essential for FET3 repression caused by either 

Izh2p overexpression, Izh2p activation, Ypc1p overexpression or PHS treatment. A model for this signal 

transduction pathway is shown in Figure 7, although it must be noted that much more work is required to 

confirm this model. 
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The problem with this bottom-up approach to mapping the Izh2p-dependent signaling pathway is that it 

does not connect PKA to Izh2p. To make this connection, it is necessary to map the pathway from the 

top-down. Unfortunately, Izh2p is not known to interact physically or genetically with other proteins, 

making it difficult to develop models for how it might activate PKA. However, the fact that Izh2p 

resembles a group of proteins with a known enzymatic activity gave us a starting point. While it is 

uncertain if the similarities between the PAQR and alkaline ceramidase families are the result of random 

chance, common ancestry or convergent evolution, it is intriguing that overexpression of Ypc1p has the 

same effect on FET3 as Izh2p overexpression or activation. It is also intriguing that both Izh2p activation 

and Ypc1p overexpression have both been shown to induce apoptosis in yeast (Aerts et al., 2008; 

Narasimhan et al., 2005), indicating that the functional link between Izh2p and Ypc1p is not merely an 

artifact of our reporter system. 

 

Since alkaline ceramidases produce PHS, we hypothesized that Izh2p also produces PHS. Indeed, Izh2p 

overexpression does cause a small but significant increase in steady state levels of PHS. It is important to 

note that the relatively small increase total PHS caused by Izh2p is likely to be a reflection of Izh2p 

affecting a distinct pool of PHS that may be small when compared to bulk PHS. Indeed, the fact that 

myriocin inhibits Izh2p-dependent but not Ypc1p-dependent FET3 repression suggests that Izh2p and 

Ypc1p affect different pools of PHS. 

 

The inhibition of Izh2p-dependent signaling by myriocin suggests that Izh2p stimulates de novo PHS 

biosynthesis. However, the fact that FB1 can prevent Izh2p-dependent PHS accumulation suggests that 

the pool of PHS that is influenced by Izh2p must first be incorporated into ceramides. By corollary, this 

finding also suggests that these newly generated ceramides must be hydrolyzed to produce the PHS we 

measured. We know, however, that Izh2p-dependent accumulation of PHS does not require the known 

endogenous ceramidases, Ypc1p and Ydc1p. This leaves us with the proposition that Izh2p is stimulating 

some ceramidase activity that is independent of the known enzymes. Of course, the similarities between 
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the PAQRs and alkaline ceramidases make it enticing to speculate that Izh2p, itself, possesses an intrinsic 

ceramidase activity.  

 

We have attempted to test this idea by assaying ceramidase activity in membrane from cells 

overexpressing Izh2p and found no increase in the ability to hydrolyze a fluorescently labeled synthetic 

ceramide substrate. However, it must be stated that it is extremely difficult to interpret this result. For 

example, it is possible that the synthetic substrate we chose is simply not a good substrate for Izh2p. After 

all, there are dozens of ceramide permutations that differ in head group, fatty acid and sphingoid base. 

The lack of reactivity in our experiment could merely be due to the bulky fluorescent label or to the 

absence of the correct head group or fatty acid. Moreover, it is possible that Izh2p requires some soluble 

cofactor or subunit that did not purify with our membranes. Consequently, this line of experimentation is 

premature and what is needed is a sphingolipidomic study to identify particular ceramide species that may 

be altered by Izh2p overexpression in order to narrow down the search for potential substrates. 

 

For now, we have presented some circumstantial evidence that Izh2p may, indeed, function as an alkaline 

ceramidase. First, Izh2p-dependent repression of FET3 was potently inhibited by D-erythro-MAPP, a 

known inhibitor of alkaline ceramidases. It should be noted, however, that there are concerns about the 

specificity of D-erythro-MAPP and it is possible that this drug exerts its effects on Izh2p-dependent 

signaling by an off-target mechanism. Second, Izh2p rescued the FB1-sensitivity of a yor1∆ strain 

suggesting that this protein has "reverse ceramidase" or ceramide synthase activity, a hallmark of alkaline 

ceramidases. Taken together, these results suggest that Izh2p may possesses ceramidase activity, 

although, much more work needs to be done before this assertion can be proven. This line of questioning 

will be the focus on future research. 

 

In the meantime, our data also provides an explanation for how sphingoid bases might affect PKA 

activity, thus connecting our top-down and bottom-up approaches to mapping the signal transduction 

pathway. We demonstrated that the kinases (Pkh1p and Pkh2p) are essential for Izh2p- and sphingoid 
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base-dependent repression of FET3. These kinases are homologs of human PDK1 (Inagaki et al., 1999), 

which functions as a master regulator of downstream kinases in the AGC kinase family (Komander et al., 

2005). The potential involvement of the yeast PDK1 homologs is intriguing for several reasons. First, 

PDK1, Pkh1p and Pkh2p are directly activated by sphingoid bases (Friant et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2005). 

Second, PDK1 homologs in both humans and fungi have been shown to activate PKA (Cheng et al., 

1998; Tang and McLeod, 2004). Third, yeast Pkh1p was found to physically interact with an isoform of 

PKA in a 2-hybrid screen (Ho et al., 2002). Fourth, there is evidence from mammalian cells suggesting 

that sphingoid base activates PKA by mimicking the positive effects of cAMP on its regulatory subunit 

(Ma et al., 2005). 

 

Hence, we propose a model in which Izh2p or a yet-to-be identified protein regulated by Izh2p, catabolize 

newly made ceramides to generate sphingoid base. The accumulation of sphingoid base activates the 

yeast homologs of PDK1, which, in turn, activate PKA. The activation of PKA then regulates FET3 

expression through its ability to sequester AMPK and Msn2p/Msn4p in the cytoplasm. Of course, more 

work is necessary to unequivocally confirm this model, however, it is consistent with our data and what is 

known the signaling proteins involved. It is also intriguing to note that sphingolipids have been shown to 

function downstream of both adiponectin and progesterone receptors (Kase et al., 2007; Strum et al., 

1995), suggesting that the human PAQRs also transduce signals by the same mechanism. Future studies 

will focus on determining if human PAQRs also produce sphingoid base second messengers. 
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1. Thaumatin represses FET3 expression via Izh2p. In panels (A) and (B), cells were grown in 

iron-limited LIM containing 0.05% galactose to modestly overexpress IZH2 driven by the GAL1 

promoter. Cell surface ferroxidase activities are plotted as a percentage of activity seen in wild type cells 

carrying empty expression vector. (A) WT (BY4742) or isogenic izh2∆ mutant cells carry either empty 

expression vector (white, black squares) or a plasmid that overexpresses IZH2 (white triangles). (B) 

Ferroxidase activity generated by the FET3 gene shown as a percentage of activity seen in untreated WT 

(BY4742) cells carrying the IZH2 overexpression vector. All strains carry the IZH2 overexpression 

plasmid and were either left untreated (white bars) or exposed to 500 nM thaumatin (grey bars). For all 

panels, error bars indicate ±1 SE (n=3). ∆ symbols indicate isogenic strains lacking particular genes. 

 

Figure 2: Hydropathy plots of PAQRs receptors and alkaline ceramidases. In panels (A) and (B), 

hydropathy plots for individual proteins were generated and aligned (dotted lines). An average 

hydropathy plot for all proteins plotted in each panel was generated (solid line). The locations of 

conserved motifs (designated by a circled letter) are shown with letters and the predicted TMs are 

numbered. The sequences used to generate these figures are listed in the Supplemental Data. (A) Various 

fungal members of the PAQR family. (B) Various members of the alkaline ceramidase family. (C) 

Predicted topology of the PAQR and alkaline ceramidase families with the locations and consensus 

sequences of the three highly conserved motifs. (D) WT (BY4742) and isogenic mutant cells were grown 

in iron-limited LIM containing 2% galactose to overexpress YPC1 driven by the GAL1 promoter. β-

galactosidase activity generated by the FET3-lacZ reporter is shown as a percentage of activity seen in 

wild type cells carrying empty expression vector. ∆ symbols indicate strains lacking particular genes. 

 

Figure 3. Involvement of sphingoid bases in Izh2p-dependent signaling. In all panels, cells were 

grown in iron-deficient LIM containing 2% galactose to induce GAL1 driven genes. (A) Steady state 
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levels of phytosphingosine in WT (BY4742) cells carrying either empty expression vector, the YPC1 

overexpression vector or the IZH2 overexpression vector. Asterisk indicates p value that is statistically 

significant at the 95% confidence interval. Dotted lines indicate the populations compared using the t-

tests. Error bars indicate ±1 SE (n=2). (B) The addition of 100 µM exogenous phytosphingosine (PHS) or 

stearylamine to WT (BY4742) cells carrying empty expression vector represses FET3-lacZ. Untreated 

cells were actually treated with an equivalent volume of ethanol to control for vehicle effects. Error bars 

indicate ±1 SE (n=3). (C) The repression of FET3-lacZ caused by treatment of cells with 100 µM PHS 

was alleviated in tpk2∆, nrg1∆ and nrg2∆ mutant strains isogenic to BY4742 WT. Error bars indicate ±1 

SE (n=3). ∆ symbols indicate strains lacking particular genes. (D) FB1 and N,N-DMS repress FET3-lacZ 

in a dose dependent manner in WT (BY4742) cells carrying empty expression vector. Error bars indicate 

±1 SE (n=3). 

 

Figure 4. Izh2p-dependent signaling does not require endogenous alkaline ceramidases. (A) Steady 

state accumulation of phytosphingosine in ypc1∆ydc1∆ double mutant cells isogenic to WT (W303-1A) 

carrying either empty expression vector or the YPC1 and IZH2 overexpression plasmids grown in 

synthetic defined medium with 2% galactose. Asterisk indicates p value that is statistically significant at 

the 95% confidence interval. Dotted lines indicate the populations compared using the t-tests. Error bars 

indicate ±1 SE (n=2). (B) Steady state accumulation of phytosphingosine in ypc1∆ydc1∆ mutant cells 

isogenic to WT (W303-1A) carrying either empty expression vector or the IZH2 overexpression plasmid 

grown in synthetic defined medium with 2% galactose. Cells were either left untreated or treated for 30 

min with 100 µM FB1 or 1 µM myriocin. Error bars indicate ±1 SE (n=2). (C) β-galactosidase activity 

from FET3-lacZ is plotted as a percentage of activity seen in untreated wild type cells carrying empty 

expression vector as a control. WT (BY4742) cells were grown in iron-deficient LIM containing 2% 

galactose. The effect of 1 hr treatment with myriocin on lacZ activity in wild type cells carrying either 

empty expression vector (squares), the IZH2 overexpression plasmid (circles) or the YPC1 overexpression 
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plasmid (triangles). Control cells carrying empty expression vector were also treated with 100 µM 

phytosphingosine (PHS, diamonds) or 1 mM Fe3+ (black squares). Error bars indicate ±1 SE (n=3). 

 

Figure 5. Possible ceramidase function for Izh2p. (A) β-galactosidase activity generated by the FET3-

lacZ reporter is shown as a percentage of activity seen in untreated WT (BY4742) cells carrying the 

empty expression vector. Cells were grown in iron-deficient LIM containing either 2% galactose (white, 

black symbols) or 0.05% galactose + 500 nM thaumatin (grey symbols). The effect of treatment with D-

erythro-MAPP on lacZ activity in wild type cells carrying either empty expression vector (squares), the 

IZH2 overexpression plasmid (diamonds) or the YPC1 overexpression plasmid (triangles). Controls show 

that D-erythro-MAPP has no effect on FET3-lacZ repression causes by either treatment with 100 µM 

PHS (black crosses) or 1 mM Fe3+ (black squares). Error bars indicate ±1 SE (n=3). (B) Growth curves of 

yor1∆ mutant cells isogenic to WT (BY4742) carrying either empty expression vector (squares) or the 

IZH2 (diamonds) and YPC1 (triangles) overexpression plasmids. Cells were either left untreated (grey 

symbols) or exposed to 100 µM FB1 (white symbols). Error bars indicate ±1 SE (n=3). 

 

Figure 6. Yeast phosphoinositide-dependent kinases are involved in Izh2p-dependent signaling. (A) 

β-galactosidase activity from FET3-lacZ is plotted as a percentage of activity seen in untreated WT cells 

carrying empty expression vector as a control. Cells were grown in iron-deficient LIM containing 2% 

galactose to induce GAL1-driven genes. lacZ activity in WT (BY4742) and pkh1∆ and pkh2∆ isogenic 

mutant strains carrying either empty expression vector (dotted white bars), the IZH2 overexpression 

plasmid (white bars) or the YPC1 overexpression plasmid (grey bars). Vector control was also treated 

with 100 µM PHS (black bars). Error bars indicate ±1 SE (n=3). (B) β-galactosidase activity from FET3-

lacZ is plotted as a percentage of activity seen in untreated WT cells carrying empty expression vector as 

a control. WT (BY4742) and isogenic mutant cells were grown in iron-deficient LIM containing 0.05% 
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galactose to modestly induce GAL1-driven genes. Cells were treated with 500 nM thaumatin. Error bars 

indicate ±1 SE (n=3). ∆ symbols in both panels indicate strains lacking particular genes. 

 

Figure 7. A model Izh2p-dependent signaling in yeast cells. Solid lines indicate that a particular 

molecule or protein acting upon another. Dashed lines indicate the effects. Arrows indicate positive 

effects while bars indicate negative effects. 
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Supplemental Data 1 
 
Bacterial PAQR Sequences 
 
> Bacillus cereus Hly3/BCE5590 NCBI Accession #: NP_981882 
MRGVIMNAYV REPVNAFTHL GGAILSFIAL LAMLVKVSIK MPSFAAITAV ILFGIGMMVL YTASAVYHSV 
VANERVIYFF RKLDHSMIFI LIAGTYAPFC LITLNSASGL LLFCLVYATA ICGIVFKMFW FNCPRWLSTA 
IYITMGWLIV LFFAPLAENL STGGIVFLVL GGIFYTIGGF IYGTKPKWLE FKYMGHHEIF HVFVLLGSLA 
HFLSVYCYVI * 
 
> Bacillus cereus Hly3/BCE2271 NCBI Accession # NP_978582 
MVREKTYYFM IVERITIMTE KMTRMTQFVK EEIANAITHG IGAILSIPAL IILIIHASKH GTASAVVAFT 
VYGVSMFLLY LFSTLLHSIH HPKVEKLFTI LDHSAIYLLI AGTYTPFLLI TLRGPLGWTL LAIIWTLAIG 
GIIFKIFFVR RFIKASTLCY IIMGWLIIVA IKPLYENLTG HGFSLLLAGG ILYSVGAIFF LWEKLPFNHA 
IWHLFVLGGS AMMFFCVLFY VLPTAS* 
 
> Eschericheria coli b2899/yqfa NCBI Accession #: AAC75937 
MVQKPLIKQG YSLAEEIANS VSHGIGLVFG IVGLVLLLVQ AVDLNASATA ITSYSLYGGS MILLFLASTL 
YHAIPHQRAK MWLKKFDHCA IYLLIAGTYT PFLLVGLDSP LARGLMIVIW SLALLGILFK LTIAHRFKIL 
SLVTYLAMGW LSLVVIYEMA VKLAAGSVTL LAVGGVVYSL GVIFYVCKRI PYNHAIWHGF VLGGSVCHFL 
AIYLYIGQA* 
 
> Vibrio vulnificus Hly3/VV3230 NCBI Accession #: NP_936023 
MSVSQYSVRE EVANAVTHGL GMIFGIVGLV MLLVKATEHH ADGLTIASMA IYGSSIIVLF LASTLYHAIP 
YPKAKRWLKT FDHSAIYLLI AGSYTPFLLV SLRTPLAIGL MIVIWSIALL GIIMKVAFVY RFKRFSLVSY 
LLMGWLSLIV IYQLAISLDI GGLTLLAAGG LIYSLGVIFY VAKKIPYNHA IWHCFVLVGC VCHFLAIYLY 
VNPV* 
 
Fungal PAQR Sequences 
 
> Saccharomyces cerevisiae Izh1p NCBI Accession #: S69659 
MSITTTRRRN QDSVCCKATR ASIKVEAVSG QTVFEKQKLL HNFDELPEWQ KDNDKILTGY VRETLSWKKC 
LYSLFYWNNE TVNIYTHLVP AIVYFVFAIT LTNYFLIPVF PSTSWSDYTV INIFLMGAFS CLMCSSCFHC 
MKQHSEKQSN FWSKLDYLGI ISLISCSMIP IIYFGYFDHI SYFSLFTIVT LVLATFCTVC VLHDKFNTST 
FRPFRAMFFI LFGFSGLLPL TTGFFKFGIQ GVLNRIKVSF VFWEALFYIS GAVIYGFRIP ETLAPGKFDF 
FGSSHQIFHI MVVLGSVCHL KAIIDSYKLM HSHIHP* 
 
> Saccharomyces cerevisiae Izh2p NCBI Accession #: NP_014641 
MSTLLERTKS VQELKKRAAG KTSANPAEVA KAKKVLRRLY SWDEIPEWQR DNDFILHGYV KETSSFIETF 
KSLFYLHNES VNIYSHLIPA LGFFTVLLLD KSTIKVFATT TWLDHMVIDL FYSGAFACLI LSSSFHCLKS 
HSLRIATLGN KLDYLGICIL IVTSMVSILY YGYFEKFSLF CLFALITVSF GIACSIVSLK DKFRKREWRP 
YRAGLFVCFG LSSIIPIFSG LYCYSFSEIW TQIQLFWVLL GGVLYIIGAV LYGMRFPEKI CPGKFDIWGH 
SHQLFHFLVV IAALCHLRGL LNSYELVHIK MENGIVS* 
 
> Kluyveromyces lactis Izh1p NCBI Accession #: CAH01604 
MSATTTIRHR RSISEKLEQL TPVAISSTIK RLYRYSELPE WQQDNDKIIT GYIRETKSVK ECVKSLFLFH 
NESINIYSHL VPTITYLVLL VGLADMFLVP QFPNSTMMQS VMIHFFLLGS VLCLGCSSFF HCLKQHSESH 
CHIWSKVDYM GIIIMITCSI ISLLYYGFHD HIFHFKCFTV FTVILGTICT VFALHDKFNS KTFRPFRAMF 
YVTFGLSGIV PIVTGFWKFG AYEAIRRVQL KYVLLEAMFY IAGAVIYGFR FPEVLAPGKF DFVGHSHQIF 
HIMVVLGSIC HFRAILGSYV FMHTGMHHSS FVFIR* 
 
> Kluyveromyces lactis Izh2p NCBI Accession #: CAH00224 
MSTRKRSVVT EETALIEETP GTKKTVRVYE RRVYSWDEIP DWQKDNEHIL HGYVRETQSW KELFHSLFYL 
HNESVNIYTH LIPAVALFFI MLFATHHVIN EYPTTSAIDY FMINLFFFGC ATCLTMSSMF HTIKCHSLPI 
ATFGNKLDYL GIVVLISTSM ISILFYGFHD SSLLFYPFAG LTSLFGLICG YMSLKDKFRS REWRPYRATM 
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FVLFGLSAVF PIVAGFIVYG KDETWKRVQL TWVIWEGVLY IFGAFLYGVR FPERLAPGKF DIWGHSHQLF 
HVLVVVAALC HLKALVVSYG LVHQALSQ* 
 
> Candida albicans Izh1/2p NCBI Accession #: EAK91623 
MQDSYTLLRQ RQKVDNSQTS TELESTPLSK RLHYYHELDE WQQDNHFIKS GYVKQTNSYK ECFKSLTYLH 
NESVNIYSHL LPSSKSFGVI LYHINYILPK YDNYLGVWEK LNFLQFGLAC TFCMFMSSTF HCIKAHSHPV 
SKFGNQLDYF GIVILITCSL ISIILFAYYD YPWYRNIFVG LSLFFGTVCT VLTLDRKFST NEYRPFRSFM 
FILFGLSGAL PIVNSMHMFG FEITRQKAGV EWLILEGVFY IGGAVLYAAR VPERFTHVED DEHTLLNNPS 
SGTFDIFGHS HQIFHVMVVI AAFCHWKGLV QSYHYLHLQT LPNL* 
 
> Aspergillus nidulans Izh1/2p isoform 1 NCBI Accession #: EAA61010 
MPPRQRRPTE IHKKDPGGCQ TASVATAVLE DPPRAIRSLV HWDELPHWQR DNQHIHTGYR PASYSFRGSF 
QSLTYIHNET VNIYTHLLPS VLAIPAAIQL YRALAPRYET ATDGDIRAFG CFFVGAAFCL GMSAFYHTIS 
NHSPTVARIG NTFDYIGIVG LIVGSFVPSV YYGFYCVPEL QRLYWSMICT IGLGCIVVSI FPKFRTPRWR 
PFRAAMFVGM GLSAVFPVVH GLQLYGRDQM MRQIGLGWLL LQGFLYILGA GIYAARVPER LRPGGFDLWG 
SSHQIFHVLV VCAAVAHLTG LLRAFDYRHN GTAGSCQV* 
 
> Schizosaccharomyces pombe Izh1/2p C12C2.09C NCBI Accession #: Q09749 
MSESEQLLEK QQDHKWDAAT HADKGITIKT GKIAVSSSDI PLRNRKGLLT WDQLEPWQQD NQYIISGYRP 
PSFSFYLCVK SIFHVHNESV NIWTHLFGAI VFLFFIFKSE LILKRDTTTA EDVYVITVFL FSAFTMLGCS 
TFYHTISNHS DDVSKFGNKL DYLGIVVMIV GSFIPCLHYA FACHANFRTL YIGTIIGIGV IVASTCLLDR 
FRQPEWRPYR ALIFVLMGLF GIFPVIHALK IFSFSEILVR MGLVWLLLQG LFYIVGAVIY ALRIPEKWSP 
GKYDVFGSSH QWFHVCVIIA AFCHFHGVCI AYDYFHERRG CGEM* 
 
> Cryptococcus neoformans Izh1/2p NCBI Accession #: EAL17909 
MVLTRRQAVS ASSTPPPNMP ETTPLLPKPG ETCEDGERKT ISYEESLMLL PWQTDNDYIR HGYRRATPSI 
RKCLWSAVSY LHNETVNIHS HSVGAVFFLS LLPLHLIPTH FPTLNQSCSP LPTPPTLHDK VALALYLICA 
VLCLSLSSWF HTVSCHSKEV CDAAHRGDYI GIVVLIVGSI TPGMYYAFYE NAFLQVFYMA GIIIAGIVSA 
YIVLSPHHRS HRWHRTLTFI VLGLSAVVPI THILFTQGLV HAREKMSLDL IVAGGASYIF GALLYAARIP 
EKLSPGTFDY FGSSHQIFHC FVLAGAGFQY AALRGMVWGR AMAVGKTIAE SEGLL* 
 
> Magnaporte grisea Izh1/2p NCBI Accession #: XP_359705 
MPEPPVNGVR RRRDPSADAT TATDKLVETV KAVEDKASQT LLILWDELED WRRDNAFILG GYRRTSNSYA 
ASLASLLHLH NESVNIWSHL LGAIGFTATG AYFLQAVVRP RVAEAYGGDV LAFACFFAGA FLCLGMSATF 
HALSNHSPAV AKWGNKLDYT GIVFLIVGSY VPALYYGFRC HPALLELYLS MICILGLGCL AVSWVEHFRS 
PAWRPYRALM FVGLGLSGVV PVVHAVGEDG FAALDERMGL KWVMLQGAMY IFGAFIYAAR WPERSFPGKF 
DIWCSSHQIF HIFVLLAAAS HLYGMIKAFD FRHSPLGSAQ C* 
 
> Gibberella zeae Izh1/2p NCBI Accession #: EAA70989 
MTSNTQPYSV RNRRPSATEN LIDAAKNIES KVEHSLLLLW DDLPAWRRDN GFILSGYRQS QNSYAHSFRS 
LFYLHNESVN IWSHLIGAIV FLGSAAYVDR VVRPRYASAS SADVLVFACF FGGAVVCLGM SATFHTLSNH 
SDTVAKWGNK LDYTGIVALI VGSYVPALYY GFFCLPNLMT AYLWVICVLG VGCTFASWVE RFRTPTWRPY 
RTMMFVGLGL SGVVPVIHGA FIYGFQGLED RMSLSWVVLH GAMYIFGAFL YAVRWPERSA PGSFDIWGSS 
HQIFHFFVIL AAVTHFCGMA KAFDYHHTIM GSQCLM* 
 
> Yarrowia lipolytica Izh1/2p NCBI Accession #: CAG79665 
MSSTRTTTAA GQIRFRADPC AQESFIEHAQ HTVTDTIEEV KESLTHLWDD IPAWQRDNCY IRRGYVKETN 
CYKKTFKALG FVHNETVNIY SHLIPALTTF VGGVAAYGLG TYLDVGLPIY PTTTWKDHGV FILFMFGIVS 
CLGMSATFHC IKCHSQQVAR TGNQLDYLGI VSLVVSSMFG IIFYGYDHGD YERWLYWGLT FSLGTICACV 
SLMKKFHTSE WRPFRALMFV LFGLSGGFPV IHACFRFGYE GTVLRIQLPW ILLEAAAYIG GAGIYAARVP 
EKWSPGTFDI IGSSHQIFHM CVVLGVILHW IALLGTYHAY HGWALSQSPI FFR* 
 
Human PAQR Sequences 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR1/AdipoR1 NCBI Accession #: Q96A54 
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MSSHKGSVVA QGNGAPASNR EADTVELAEL GPLLEEKGKR VIANPPKAEE EQTCPVPQEE EEEVRVLTLP 
LQAHHAMEKM EEFVYKVWEG RWRVIPYDVL PDWLKDNDYL LHGHRPPMPS FRACFKSIFR IHTETGNIWT 
HLLGFVLFLF LGILTMLRPN MYFMAPLQEK VVFGMFFLGA VLCLSFSWLF HTVYCHSEKV SRTFSKLDYS 
GIALLIMGSF VPWLYYSFYC SPQPRLIYLS IVCVLGISAI IVAQWDRFAT PKHRQTRAGV FLGLGLSGVV 
PTMHFTIAEG FVKATTVGQM GWFFLMAVMY ITGAGLYAAR IPERFFPGKF DIWFQSHQIF HVLVVAAAFV 
HFYGVSNLQE FRYGLEGGCT DDTLL* 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR2/AdipoR2 NCBI Accession #: Q86V24 
MNEPTENRLG CSRTPEPDIR LRKGHQLDGT RRGDNDSHQG DLEPILEASV LSSHHKKSSE EHEYSDEAPQ 
EDEGFMGMSP LLQAHHAMEK MEEFVCKVWE GRWRVIPHDV LPDWLKDNDF LLHGHRPPMP SFRACFKSIF 
RIHTETGNIW THLLGCVSFL CLGIFYMFRP NISFVAPLQE KVVFGLFFLG AILCLSFSWL FHTVYCHSEG 
VSRLFSKLDY SGIALLIMGS FVPWLYYSFY CNPQPCFIYL IVICVLGIAA IIVSQWDMFA TPQYRGVRAG 
VFLGLGLSGI IPTLHYVISE GFLKAATIGQ IGWLMLMASL YITGAALYAA RIPERFFPGK CDIWFHSHQL 
FHIFVVAGAF VHFHGVSNLQ EFRFMIGGGC SEEDAL* 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR3 NCBI Accession #: Q6TCH7 
MHQKLLKSAH YIELGSYQYW PVLVPRGIRL YTYEQIPGSL KDNPYITDGY RAYLPSRLCI KSLFILSNET 
VNIWSHLLGF FLFFTLGIYD MTSVLPSASA SREDFVICSI CLFCFQVCML CSVGYHLFSC HRSEKTCRRW 
MALDYAGISI GILGCYVSGV FYAFYCNNYW RQVYLITVLA MILAVFFAQI HPNYLTQQWQ RLRSIIFCSV 
SGYGVIPTLH WVWLNGGIGA PIVQDFAPRV IVMYMIALLA FLFYISKVPE RYFPGQLNYL GSSHQIWHIL 
AVVMLYWWHQ STVYVMQYRH SKPCPDYVSH L* 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR4 NCBI Accession #: AAH33703 
MAFLAGPRLL DWASSPPHLQ FNKFVLTGYR PASSGSGCLR SLFYLHNELG NIYTHGLALL GFLVLVPMTM 
PWGQLGKDGW LGGTHCVACL APPAGSVLYH LFMCHQGGSA VYARLLALDM CGVCLVNTLG ALPIIHCTLA 
CRPWLRPAAL VGYTVLSGVA GWRALTAPST SARLRAFGWQ AAARLLVFGA RGVGLGSGAP GSLPCYLRMD 
ALALLGGLVN VARLPERWGP GRFDYWGNSH QIMHLLSVGS ILQLHAGVVP DLLWAAHHAC PRD* 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR5/mPRγ NCBI Accession #: Q9NXK6 
MLSLKLPRLF SIDQIPQ/VF HEQGILFGYR HPQSSATACI LSLFQMTNET LNIWTHLLPF W/FFAWRFVT 
ALYMTDIKND SYSWPMLVYM CTSCVYPLVS SCAHTFSSMS KNARHICYFL DYGAVNLFSL G/SAIAYSAY 
TFPDALMCTT FHDYYVALAV LNTILSTGLS CYSR/FLEVQ KPRLCKVIRV LAFAYPYTWD SLPIFYR/LF 
LFPGESAQNE ATSYHQKHMI MTLLASFLYS AHLPERLAPG RFDYIG/HSH QLFHVCVILA THMQMEAILL 
DKTLRKEWLL ATSKPFSFSQ IAGAILLCII FSLSNIIYFS AALYRIPKPE LHKKET* 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR6 NCBI Accession #: Q6TCH4  
MLSLKLPQLL QVHQVPR/VF WEDGIMSGYR RPTSSALDCV LSSFQMTNET VNIWTHFLPT W/YFLWRLLA 
LAGGPGFRAE PYHWPLLVFL LPACLYPFAS CCAHTFSSMS PRMRHICYFL DYGALSLYSL G/CAFPYAAY 
SMPASWLHGH LHQFFVPAAA LNSFLCTGLS CYSR/FLELE SPGLSKVLRT GAFAYPFLFD NLPLFYR/LG 
LCWGRGHGCG QEALSTSHGY HLFCALLTGF LFASHLPERL APGRFDYIG/ HSHQLFHICA VLGTHFQLEA 
VLADMGSRRA WLATQEPALG LAGTVATLVL AAAGNLLIIA AFTATLLRAP STCPLLQGGP LEGGTQAKQQ * 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR7/mPRα NCBI Accession #: Q86WK9 
MAMAQKLSHL LPSLRQVIQE PQLSLQPEPV FTVDRAEVPP LFWKPYIYAG YRPLHQTWRF YFRTLFQQHN 
EAVNVWTHLL AALVLLLRLA LFVETVDFWG DPHALPLFII VLASFTYLSF SALAHLLQAK SEFWHYSFFF 
LDYVGVAVYQ FGSALAHFYY AIEPAWHAQV QAVFLPMAAF LAWLSCIGSC YNKYIQKPGL LGRTCQEVPS 
VLAYALDISP VVHRIFVSSD PTTDDPALLY HKCQVVFFLL AAAFFSTFMP ERWFPGSCHV FGQGHQLFHI 
FLVLCTLAQL EAVALDYEAR RPIYEPLHTH WPHNFSGLFL LTVGSSILTA FLLSQLVQRK LDQKTK* 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR8/mPRβ NCBI Accession #: Q8TEZ7 
MTTAILERLS TLSVSGQQLR RLPKILEDGL PKMPCTVPET DVPQLFREPY IRTGYRPTGH EWRYYFFSLF 
QKHNEVVNVW THLLAALAVL LRFWAFAEAE ALPWASTHSL PLLLFILSSI TYLTCSLLAH LLQSKSELSH 
YTFYFVDYVG VSVYQYGSAL AHFFYSSDQA WYDRFWLFFL PAAAFCGWLS CAGCCYAKYR YRRPYPVMRK 
ICQVVPAGLA FILDISPVAH RVALCHLAGC QEQAAWYHTL QILFFLVSAY FFSCPVPEKY FPGSCDIVGH 
GHQIFHAFLS ICTLSQLEAI LLDYQGRQEI FLQRHGPLSV HMACLSFFFL AACSAATAAL LRHKVKARLT 
KKDS* 
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> Homo sapiens PAQR9 NCBI Accession #: Q6ZVX9 
MPRRLQPRGA GTKGPPAPAP AASGAARNSH SAASRDPPAS AKPLLRWDEV PDDFVECFIL SGYRRLPCTA 
QECLASVLKP TNETLNFWTH FIPLLLFLSK FCRLFFLSGG DVPFHHPWLL PLWCYASGVL LTFAMSCTAH 
VFSCLSLRLR AAFFYLDYAS ISYYGFGSTV AYYYYLLPGL SLLDARVMTP YLQQRLGWHV DCTRLIAAYR 
ALVLPVAFVL AVACTVACCK SRTDWCTYPF ALRTFVFVMP LSMACPIMLE SWLFDLRGEN PTLFVHFYRR 
YFWLVVAAFF NVSKIPERIQ PGLFDIIGHS HQLFHIFTFL SIYDQVYYVE EGLRQFLQAP PAAPTFSGTV 
GYMLLLVVCL GLVIRKFLNS SEFCSKK* 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR10/MMD2 NCBI Accession #: Q8IY49 
MNHRVPAHKR YQPTEYEHAA NCATHAFWII PSILGSSNLY FLSDDDWETI SAWIYGLGLC GLFVVSTVFH 
TISWKKSHLR MVEHCLHMFD RMVIYFFIAA SYAPWLNLRE LGPWASHMRW LVWIMASVGT IYVFFFHERY 
KLVELLCYVV MGFFPALVIL SMPNTEGIWE LVTGGVFYCL GMVFFKSDGR IPFAHAIWHL FVAFGAGTHY 
YAIWRYLYLP STLQTKVSK* 
 
> Homo sapiens PAQR11/MMD1 NCBI Accession #: Q15546 
MNHRAPANGR YKPTCYEHAA NCYTHAFLIV PAIVGSALLH RLSDDCWEKI TAWIYGMGLC ALFIASTVFH 
IVSWKKSHLR TAEHCFHMCD RMVIYFFIAA SYAPWLNLRE LGPLASHMRW FIWLMAAGGT IYVFLYHEKY 
KVVELFFYLT MGFSPALVVT SMNNTDGLQE LACGGLIYCL GVVFFKSDGI IPFAHAIWHL FVATAAAVHY 
YAIWKYLYRS PTDFMRHL* 
 
Alkaline Ceramidase Sequences 
 
> Homo sapiens ASAH3 NCBI Accession #: Q8TDN7 
MPSIFAYQSS EVDWCESNFQ YSELVAEFYN TFSNIPFFIF GPLMMLLMHP YAQKRSRYIY VVWVLFMIIG 
LFSMYFHMTL SFLGQLLDEI AILWLLGSGY SIWMPRCYFP SFLGGNRSQF IRLVFITTVV STLLSFLRPT 
VNAYALNSIA LHILYIVCQE YRKTSNKELR HLIEVSVVLW AVALTSWISD RLLCSFWQRI HFFYLHSIWH 
VLISITFPYG MVTMALVDAN YEMPGETLKV RYWPRDSWPV GLPYVEIRGD DKDC* 
 
> Takifugu rubripes ASAH3 JGI Accession #: jgi|Takru4|553317|e_gw2.332.52.1 
MADIFSYESS EIDWCEDNYK HSEQVVESFN TMSSFIFFII APIMLYLLHP YAKERNLAIH LVWIMMIFVG 
LFSAYFHMTL SFVGQMLDEL SILWVLAAGY ALWFPRRLFP PFIKDRSTFS TLVLVVTVVT TASSFVKPTA 
NAYALNCFGL HLLYVLAVEM KHCTDEKALR LAKFSVVLWV LAISCWISDR FGCSFWRKLN FCYLHGFWHI 
LIAIAVAYGS TLIAYLDANY EIPYSLPGLQ YWPCDKWAVG LPHIVLKGTT KTRKRC* 
 
> Homo sapiens ASAH3L/CRGL1 NCBI Accession #: Q5QJU3 
MGAPHWWDQL QAGSSEVDWC EDNYTIVPAI AEFYNTISNV LFFILPPICM CLFRQYATCF NSGIYLIWTL 
LVVVGIGSVY FHATLSFLGQ MLDELAVLWV LMCALAMWFP RRYLPKIFRN DRGRFKVVVS VLSAVTTCLA 
FVKPAINNIS LMTLGVPCTA LLIAELKRCD NMRVFKLGLF SGLWWTLALF CWISDRAFCE LLSSFNFPYL 
HCMWHILICL AAYLGCVCFA YFDAASEIPE QGPVIKFWPS EKWAFIGVPY VSLLCANKKS SVKTT* 
 
> Takifugu rubripes CRGL1 JGI Accession #: jgi|Takru4|599823|e_gw2.26.68.1 
MSNVNLIFWD QLQAGSSDVD WCEGNYLIYP TIAEFYNTIS NILFFVLPPI LMCLFRQYAT HFNSGIYLIW 
SLLVVVGIGS TYFHATLSFL GQMLDELAIL WVLMCAIAMW FPKRYLPRMF RRDRSRFKVV IGILSGITTG 
LAFVKPVVNS LSLMTLGIPC TALLITELKR CENPRVLKLG LVSGVWWALA LLCWISDRIF CEMWSSVNFP 
YLHCAWHILI CLASYLGCVC FAYFDVATEA PERGPVIMFW PNEKWAFIGV PYVSFLCVHK KAAVKVT* 
 
> Homo sapiens APHC NCBI Accession #: Q9NUN7 
MAPAVDRKGY WGPTTSTLDW CEENYSVTWY IAEFWNTVSN LIMIIPPMFG AIQSVRDGLE KRYIASYLAL 
TVVGMGSWCF HMTLKYEMQL LDELPMIYSC CIFVYCMFEC FKIKNSVNYH LLFTLVLFSL IVTTVYLKVK 
EPIFHQVMYG MLVFTLVLRS IYIVTWVYPW LRGLGYTSLG IFLLGFLFWN IDNIFCESLR NFRKKVPPII 
GITTQFHAWW HILTGLGSYL HILFSLYTRT LYLRYRPKVK F* 
 
> Takifugu rubripes APHC JGI Accession #: jgi|Takru4|565478|e_gw2.448.4.1 
MAPSAHRQGF WGRPTSTLDW CEENYVVSYY IAEFWTGNTV SNLIMIFPPL CGALQTYRDG LEVRYICSFL 
GLAAVGVGSW CFHMTLLYEM QLLDELPMIY STCVFVYCLY ECFKEENSIN LFSITLLLIF SLSVTVVYLN 
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WKEPVFHQVM YGALVASLVI RSIFIATWVN PWLKPLCYTS LGVFLLGFLL WNIDNIFCET LRTSRHHLPP 
GVGVVTQFHA WWHILTGLGS YLHILLSLQI RSIYLKHRPK VKFICGVWPI LHIEPQKK* 
 
> Saccharomyces cerevisiae Ydc1p NCBI Accession #: Q02896 
MLFSWPYPEA PIEGYWGKPT SLIDWCEENY VVSPYIAEWS NTITNSIFLM TAFYSTYSAW RNKLETRYIL 
IGMGFSLVGI GSWLFHMTLQ YRYQLLDELP MLYATIIPSW SIFAETQEIL IKDEKKRKES SFRIQMVISF 
IMCGIVTILT WIYVVVQKPA IFQVLYGILT LLVVVLSGWL TYYHVHDSFA KKNLFITMVM GMIPFVIGFI 
CWQLDIHLCS FWIYIRRTYL ALPLGVLLEL HAWWHLLTGT GVYIFVVYLQ YLRILTHGNP NDFLF* 
 
Cloning Primers: 
Forward: 5' - TAC TTC TTA TTC CTC TAC CGG ATC CCG CTC GAG GTC GAC atg gga ata ttt 
cgt tgg aa - 3' 
 
Reverse: TGA GCG CGC GTA ATA CGA CTC ACT ATA GGG CGA ATT GGA GCT Ctg cta taa tta 
at ctt ctc c - 3'. 
 
Lowercase letters indicate sequences complementary to the YPC1 gene. Uppercase 
letters indicate sequences complementary to the vector. 
 
> Saccharomyces cerevisiae Ypc1p NCBI Accession #: P38298 
MGIFRWNYPE SSVPGVWGET TSTIDWCEEN YVVSPYIAEW SNTLTNSVFI LSAIYTTYSA YKNKLEKRFL 
LIGFGYGLVG VGSWLFHMTL KYRFQLLDEL PMIYAMCIPT WSLVCEAKEA LLNGDNHKKV PLFEQIFIGV 
IIGLAVTTAS ILYVIYKNVD IHQILFGVQI VVVAATAGSL TYRYVHDPLA KRNLKASMAL GAILFLSGYI 
SWLLDIHYCS FWVHVRRSIL ALPLGVLLEP HGWWHILTGM GIYFYIVSLE HLRVITLNVS CNYQF* 
 
> Caenorhabditis elegans ACASE/CRGL1/ASAH3 NCBI Accession #: O45145 
MESSSINRWF EYESGHAWCE SAYKYQTLPY VAEFANTCTN LPIIVLPLVN IMLLRRYLHD VNGGLIFPQL 
LLTFNGLAST YYHATLNLFG QLVDELSLVW IITVFLVVYI PVMKWFPEKF SKRLTLVRWV VLIVTALVSG 
LCFLEPNLNA IALMLFSIPA AVVINYEGKQ SGIPDIESFP SRILALWGVA FSFWFADRLL CDFWLYLGTP 
YLHALFHLLA GLAGYTIFIM FSMIDIESRT KTHKYTAAVR YFPGKNGSIF SFPYISLKER SQ* 
 
> Drosophila melanogaster ACASE/CRGL1/ASAH3 NCBI Accession #: Q9VIP7 
MGGMGGGGLL DIYAMAWEHL RPGSSPVDWC EGNYLISSNI AEFVNTFSNF LFILLPPVLI MLFKEYGRFV 
TPGIHVIWVL LIVVGLSSMY FHATLSLIGQ LLDELAILWV FMAAFSLFYP KRYYPKFVKN DRKTFSWLML 
LSAIAATGLS WWKPIVNAFV LMFMSVPTMV MLYTELQRVS DQRVYRLGIR STTVWAVAVF CWINDRIFCE 
AWSSINFPYL HGFWHIFIFI AAYTVLVLFA YFYVESELPQ RQPLLKYWPK NEFEFGIPFI SIRNPGKALR NTI* 
 
 



Yeast 
Gene 

Protein 
Encoded 

Mutant 
Strain 

Function Closest Human Homolog 

IZH2 Izh2p izh2∆ Osmotin 
receptor 

AdipoR1 and AdipoR2 
Adiponectin receptors 

NRG1 Nrg1p nrg1∆ Zinc finger 
transcription 
factor 

None (fungal specific) 

NRG2 Nrg2p nrg2∆ Zinc finger 
transcription 
factor 

None (fungal specific) 

TPK2 Tpk2p tpk2∆ Protein kinase A 
isoform 2 

PRKACB 
cAMP-dependent protein kinase A, 
catalytic subunit β2 

PKH1 Pkh1p pkh1∆ Phosphoinositide 
dependent 
kinase isoform 1 

PDPK1 
3-phosphoinositide dependent protein 
kinase 1 

PKH2 Pkh2p pkh2∆ Phosphoinositide 
dependent 
kinase isoform 2 

PDPK1 
3-phosphoinositide dependent protein 
kinase 1 

YPC1 Ypc1p ypc1∆ Alkaline 
ceramidase 
(PHC-specific) 

APHC 
Alkaline phytoceramidase 

YDC1 Ydc1p ydc1∆ Alkaline 
ceramidase 
(DHC-specific) 

APHC 
Alkaline phytoceramidase 

Supplemental Table 1: Yeast genes, their function and closest human homologs. 


